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Former real estate Mogul now works exclusively on unique passion-projects

Former real estate Mogul now works
exclusively on unique passion-projects
Karl Heinz Stock creates exciting new creative projects which are
close to completion with The Vines in the heart of Quinta dos
Vales and Carvoeiro Gardens resort which contain a unique twist.
Algarve, Wine, Business, Home & Garden · 10 Jul · 0 Comments
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Former real estate Mogul now works exclusively on unique passion-projects

These days it’s common-place to work in multiple different sectors, but Karl
Heinz Stock was very much an early adopter of this trend. At the end of the
80s, this German banker visited Moscow for the first time, and immediately
understood the limitless potential that existed for a fresh-faced entrepreneur
during the country’s transition from communism to capitalism. So together
with a Georgian partner, Shalva Chigirinsky, they founded the first private
Real Estate Development company in Russia, named STT Group. They went
on to outperform even their wildest expectations, for a period of years their
companies were the main focus of renowned architect Norman Foster. Later
the group grew, with offices in London and New York, the partners even
ventured into the oil and petroleum business, but never leaving their coreactivity of real estate behind.
However, not one for subtle changes, the moment Karl left Moscow and
exited from these industries, he jumped straight into his next project, that of
making high-end wine in his favourite corner of the world, the Algarve in
southern Portugal. He spent a decade setting up the region’s leading wine
estate, Quinta dos Vales, whilst also establishing himself as one of the betterknown sculptors in the region (hundreds of which are on exhibition on the
wine estate itself, ranging from 30cm to 7 meters in height).
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Once this challenge had been accomplished, he realised that he needed
something more, and understood that he missed his core business, Real
Estate. Therefore in 2017, he started developing interesting concepts which
allowed him to jump back into the industry, but still allowing himself to be
creative. The first two of these projects are now close to completion:

The first project obviously had to be linked to wine, The Vines is a resort
located in the heart of Quinta dos Vales, which is made up of 32 villa suites, all
of which overlook the picturesque vineyards. The units are ideally suited as
holiday-homes, especially for wine-lovers. Not only is it a high-end
development located in a unique setting, but it also offers a turnkey buy-tolet package, which offers the owners a healthy return on their investment.
These fully serviced units have been structured in a way that ownership is
completely hassle-free, profitable, as well as allows one to live the dream of
owning a holiday-home in a vineyard.
Through the second development, Karl wanted to express his love for the
region which he and his family have called home for over 20 years. Carvoeiro
Gardens is a stand-alone resort of primarily villas, located by the coastline and
near the popular touristic hotspot Carvoeiro. But this resort has a very unique
twist, it doesn’t present itself with the typical grass and palm-tree look. The
plot of land on which Carvoeiro Gardens has been developed stood untamed
for decades beforehand, meaning nature was allowed to run its course. When
the development was planned, it was planned around the existing trees and
shrubbery, so as to maintain the natural flora & fauna that has developed onsite over the years. These villas are suited either as holiday-homes for family
vacations, or as permanent residences.
Having gathered experience from multiple different sectors and countries,
Karl knew that he needed to create something different, something special,
to ensure success, but more importantly, to ensure he wouldn’t get bored.
These two developments have been the first, and the market is excited to
find out what is going to come next. To get in contact with Karl please email
khs@quintadosvales.pt
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Largest event for classic cars returns to Algarve
Another edition of the three day Algarve Classic Cars event is about to start on 27 August, that
intends, for the 28th year, to be one of the great stages of classic cars in the Iberian Peninsula.
By TPN/Lusa, In Algarve, Lifestyle 14 hours ago

In the 2021 edition, the rally organised by Portugal Classic in conjunction with the Clube
Português de Automóveis Antigos, will be based in Vilamoura Marina, in the municipality of
Loulé, with six stages, passing through the municipalities of Albufeira, Monchique, Lagoa, Silves
READ MORE
and São Brás de Alportel...

Rural Fires – Why self-protection awareness is essential
The fire in Castro Marim (or had it been anywhere else in the Algarve) was not unexpected,
given the weather conditions.
In Algarve 20 Aug

Although relatively few fires start at 01.00 hrs in the morning, this one did and spread fairly
quickly driven by moderate winds. Being at night time, aircraft could not be deployed and for
fire fighters on the ground, access was extremely difficult. It was brought under control early
READ MORE
on 16 August, but re-ignited, and at the time of going to press it is at a...

Algarve best golf destination in Portugal
The Algarve region has once again come out on top as the best golfing destination in Portugal
according to a Holidu.
By TPN/Lusa, In Algarve, Sport 20 Aug

Holidu has ranked the country according to where you can find the best golf courses and the
quality that they present for both professionals and novices in different regions. With 30
courses in the region and a climate that allows for year round play, the Algarve is considered by
READ MORE
many to be a golfers paradise, with many of the courses being in stunning...
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Bezaranha Project to liven up summer in the Algarve
Workshops and art exhibitions, concerts, cultural walks, cinema and heritage cultural
programming in Bezaranha network for the second half of August in the Algarve.
By TPN/Lusa, In Algarve, News, Entertainment 18 Aug

“We continue to invite people to get to know the Algarve, its heritage and its history in these
outdoor initiatives throughout the region”, underlined to Lusa the cultural coordinator of the
project, Pedro Bartilloti. The coordinator of the initiative highlighted that the programming is
READ MORE
“diversified and free” taking place in...

Lagoa fire - Update
The fire which was reported as breaking out in Estômbar in Lagoa is now under control
according to authorities.
By TPN, In Algarve 17 Aug

The initial report was made to the authorities at 2.39pm and at 3.11pm, a total of 28 firefighters,
five vehicles and one means of air support were tackling the blaze which is deemed to now be
READ MORE
"in conclusion".

Olympic medallist training in Lagoa
Following her Silver medal success in Tokyo, triple jumper Patrícia Mamona will now be training
in the Algarve in Lagoa.
By TPN, In Algarve, Sport 13 Aug

Patrícia Mamona, has chosen the Bela Vista Stadium for her training until 16 August. The
Mayor of Lagoa, Luís Encarnação, made a point of welcoming the athlete and her coach, last
Monday, at the Lagoa City Council building to congratulate them on winning the silver medal
READ MORE
at the Olympic Games , to thank them for...
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Algarve meeting tourist
rapid test demand

Algarve targeting
national and Spanish
tourists

So far there have been no
reports of difficulties from
hotels or pharmacies in the
region...

A new digital campaign has
been launched by the
Algarve tourism board in a
bid to...

By TPN/Lusa, In Algarve,
Tourism - 30 Jul

By TPN/Lusa, In Algarve,

Soluna – A creative
community hub

Soluna is a newly opened
space in the beautiful town
of Lagos that acts as a
community hub...
By TPN/Lusa, In Algarve,
Community - 30 Jul

Tourism - 30 Jul
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